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LIFE CHANGES FROM HEALTH CHOICES

I’m so thankful I found Dynamite®! Since my horses have been on Dynamite®, I have noticed
many positive changes and my farrier agrees.

Chico (my brown quarter horse appendix) was
from a feed lot. I have no idea how such a
handsome man with charlie brown eyes and a
sweet personality ended up in a feed lot, starved.
I had to bring his weight up. He was about 100
lbs underweight. As you can see, he is no longer
like that.

He also had very brittle hooves. So bad that
every year when it dries out, they would crack
and chip. Winter was different but still very thin walls and brittle. I just thought it was the way he
was. My farrier and I are amazed at how thick they have become. I have done nothing at all
different, other than Dynamite® and Izmine™. My farrier appointments have always been eight
weeks apart, and this last time the farrier and I just looked at his hooves all the way around and
couldn’t believe how thick they were. I told him immediately, “it’s the Dynamite® products!”

Another situation was when Tricker (my paint) had very bad sunburn problems.  We have had it
so bad on summer days that he has had gigantic blisters on his nose and mouth. We started using
four scoops of Izmine™ a day and eventually he was brought down to two scoops a day. This
summer has been the hottest ever, 110 high... but he did not sunburn at all. NO SUNSCREEN! I
was putting 45-block on his entire face, heavy on the nose, including his nostrils, and the part in
his mane and on his back. Poor guy. I now put the 45-block only on his nose where it is really
pink. But I do not need the block on his back or mane. I am not sure what causes this to help
sunburning but Izmine™ has really helped him.

He also had cancer, for which he went through chemo, and has also been through three major
surgeries on his eye. My vet said that he came out of the surgeries so fast - due to how healthy he
was - that he was able to go home the same day. I did not have to pay for the overnight fees. It
saved me a bundle, but also made me feel confident that his diet is a major contributing factor to
his recovery in all of this and I must be doing the right thing.

All around, feed is even less. I have healthy, meaty horses who are very happy. Thanks to all the
advice from Rowan Emrys (Gold Director, CO), I have learned so much and have been able to get
my horses to the health that they required. I really do love Dynamite® products and since I have
started, I have not missed a beat.
My horses get Dynamite® before
their feedings in the evening,
everyday. THEY LOVE IT!!!! It
allows me to rest, knowing that
my horses get the proper vitamins
and minerals required for healthy
diet. Your supplements are
something I swear by. I can’t even
begin to tell you how much has
changed for me.

- Katherine Chambers


